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 Brief overview of “kink” lifestyles/practices 

 Common presenting issues 

 Healthy vs. unhealthy 

 Clinical guidelines 

 Be awesome 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I will:Give overview of kink and what sorts of activities and lifestyles it entails, go more in detail on some topics.Draw from literature to discuss how one might approach kinky clients, etc.Goal is to gear presentation towards info that is actually useful to clinicians.



BDSM/Leather Fetish Consensual 
Non-Monogamy 

SM Play SM Lifestyle 

Polyamory Swinging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kink is catch-all term, whose meaning varies widely.Some use kink to refer exclusively to BDSM/leather.Some people may refer to selves as kinky & not be involved in any of above.Some involved in above do not identify as kink/kinky at all.Emphasize that the domains of kink are discreet and very real CULTURES.  Working with kink-identified populations is an issue of working in a multicultural context.  Many of the clinical guidelines posited here may seem obvious or familiar…but working effectively w/in kink populations requires an understanding (and preferably a fluency in) the specific kink culture involved.
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Presentation Notes
1. Depending on the person, BDSM can be:-a practice-a lifestyle-an orientation2. BDSM is a DEEP topic.  No time to cover everything – goal is to give a broad overview and some thoughts for clinical work.  



 

 The eroticization of dominance and 
submission. 
 

 Sensory stimulation, either physical or 
mental, that is interpreted as pleasure. 
 

 Consensual exchange of power. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are three essential elements of BDSM.Wide variation in BDSM bx’s, attitudes, & lifestyles.As such, this is a wide-reaching definition!1. BDSM is NOT uncommon!  While a small % of people may take SM to the deep places that the media sensationalizes, there are countless more who practice it more casually in private.



 What’s the point? 
◦ Sexual/physical/emotional pleasure. 
◦ Enhanced trust, communication, passion. 
◦ Catharsis, transcendence, excitement. 
 

 Roles in BDSM: 
 Top/Dominant (Dom/Domme) 
 Bottom/Submissive (Sub) 
� Switch 
 

 Power Exchange: Parameters set by sub. 
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Presentation Notes
BDSM is about JOY!  It’s often portrayed as a dark & depraved experience but in actual practice it is about joy, love, warmth, connection, etc.  It FEELS GOOD (even when it hurts!).Reasons for engaging in BDSM vary as widely as BDSM players do.  These are some of most common reasons.ROLES:Distribution of people who identify as dom/sub tends to be roughly equal, as well as equal across genders (even if in public scene it seems like more women are submissive than men).WHO IS IN CHARGE?  Looks like Dom, but in a way it’s really Sub.  Sub gives up temporary power but the scene is constructed around BOTH parties’ limits and desires, especially sub!  Dom is in charge, but only within parameters set by sub.  Sub shares right to stop/slow play at any time.(SCENE = session of play)



Safe  

Sane 

Consensual  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is super important – so I put it in big fancy blocks!Rule #1Safe Knowledge/use of proper BDSM techniques.Knowledge/mitigation of all relevant safety concerns.Avoiding serious physical harm & any psychological harm.BDSM play generally carries some degree of risk.Proper technique will dramatically reduce this risk, but like with many activities, cannot completely remove it.SaneDistinguish between fantasy & reality, and act accordingly.1. Dom/top must ascertain whether a sub/bottom’s request is “sane” – what if they are too deep in space? Or want serious injury?Consensual Respecting the negotiated limits of both parties at all times. Either party can stop/slow play for any reason, any time.Use of a safe word/signal.The difference between BDSM and abuse is informed, active CONSENT.Both parties must be in proper (ie: sober) mental state to provide informed consent.



 Some incorporate Dominance/submission 
(D/s) into relationship framework itself. 
◦ Periodic basis 
◦ “24/7” basis, aka Total Power Exchange (TPE) 
 

 Common D/s Relationship Traits 
◦ Titles 
◦ Rules & Rituals 
◦ Forms/Conduct Modes 
◦ Limits & Safewords (even if never needed) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve covered BDSM within context of time limited scenes – occurring within or separate from a otherwise conventional relationship.In most cases, BDSM enthusiasts will inhabit dominant & submissive roles during BDSM play/scenes and then revert back to more egalitarian and conventional relationship roles.In any activity or lifestyle, people will exhibit a wide range of interest and commitment levels.  BDSM is no different.PERIODIC:Certain times ex: after work, after kids asleep.Certain rituals ex: collaring ritual, morning ritual, certain activities like chores.24/7:In TPE, partners choose to incorporate D/s roles as the basis and framework for the entire relationship. TPE:TITLESMaster or mistress/slave most common.Many slaves consider that a crucial aspect of their identity.Along with titles, slaves generally have some symbol of their relationship status, like collar.RULES & RITUALS:Rules/expectations often laid out in a “contract”.  ALWAYS pre-negotiated & consensual.  Can be similar to marital vows in symbolism.Symbolically represent the ropes/chains in a BDSM scene.Are often pervasive throughout relationship & life.Ex: Morning rituals, collaring ritual, meals, money, interaction, chores.FORMS/MODES:Often use different titles, different symbol (necklace instead of collar for ex), etc to keep nature of relationship surreptitious @ work, w/ family.Usually rules/conditions which allow participants to be “out of role”, such as to discuss certain topics or check in, or in certain environments.LIMITS & SLAVE RIGHTS:Limits & safewords pre-negotiated.  Often safewords become increasingly unnecessary (but should always be there anyway) as participants build trust.Despite normal meaning of “slavery”, in SM slave is always free to leave relationship if unhappy.  D/s rel. should not prevent/inhibit that.In healthy D/s relationship, slave is NEVER ordered to do something harmful to them personally or in outside world.Some method for two-way communication often (should be) built into nature/rules of D/s relationship.24/7 relationships are most often romantic partnerings.Like traditional relationships/marriages, once nature of D/s relationship negotiated, both parties embrace the roles within this framework.



 Feel nourishing & joyful overall. 
 

 Support, not undermine, sub’s self-esteem.  
 

 Allow sub to function in daily life. 
 

 Allow both parties to express unhappiness, 
jealousy, guilt, etc in some way. 

 

 Allow sub to walk away w/o fear of harm or 
their partner harming themselves. 
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Presentation Notes
In any group of people there will be some bad apples: BDSM no exception.  Some people are involved for unhealthy reasons.These criteria ASSUME SAFE/SANE/CONSENSUAL!  SSC separates SM from abuse.  SM play/relationship can be unhealthy but not actually cross into abusive necessarily.Sometimes SM can be intense or unpleasant for minor periods (ie: if you fail to follow orders and are punished – consensually), but overall SM is supposed to be fun and beneficial for all involved!SELF-ESTEEM: Even in cases of humiliation play, the humiliation sub is subject to during SM scene is felt as pleasurable, not destructive.  By withstanding and taking pleasure from humiliation play, sub emerges from SM scene with self-esteem & confidence actually boosted.  Role-playing humiliation allows one to triumph over it.  Allows sub to eroticize fears and take ownership and pleasure from them while still overcoming exposure to fears.3. ie: At work or school, around family, etc.  Daily life can be affected (ie: eating restrictions), but not in a negative way that could have repercussions.4. In TPE sub might not always have this right when in-role, but there must be a mechanism to allow it.  eg: Specific time/ritual for airing issues, sub could request removal of collar/role temporarily, mandatory check-ins, etc.5. Obviously especially in a TPE relationship, sub may not be allowed to interact with others freely in APPROPRIATE settings, ie: going out to a SM club or play party.  This rule applies to “real life” situations.�



 Focus on SM only when relevant. 
 

 Be mindful of countertransference effects. 
 

 Demonstrate willingness to self-educate. 
 

 Common Client Issues: 
◦ Learning & communicating boundaries. 
◦ “Normal” couples issues within D/s context. 
◦ D/s: “Bleed through”, repairing damaged 

trust. 
Most kink-identified clients seek  
therapy for unrelated reasons! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safe, sane consensual is a good guideline, but you may not ascertain healthy vs. unhealthy.This is one of biggest SM-client complaints!  When therapist, out of curiousity, investigation, or even titillation, probes about BDSM when it is not necessary for therapy.Prepare to be squicked!  Must anticipate and deal with not only negative countertransference, but positive too!  What if client stories are arousing?  Must explore and remain cognizant of your own sexual attitudes & values.Very common complaint of clients is that they feel sole burden of educating their therapist.  Open-mindedness is great, but you must back that up by not expecting client to teach everything – not fair to them & wastes valuable sessions.�CONSULTATION & TRAINING: Willingness to work w/ kink-identified populations, even being a member yourself, does not qualify to provide ethical & effective treatment.  BDSM is a very deep and idiosyncratic culture.  Cannot expect to help a TPE couple navigate complexities of their relationship and role-identities unless you have some fluency in SM culture.  Exposure, time, education, & consultation will help achieve this.Directly: Questions about SM (especially informed ones), positive statements about SM, related statements which may help give reluctant clients “permission” to come out.	Indirectly: Books/decorations in office, wording/questions on client questionnaires, advertising, etc.Displaying willingness to be non-judgmental will ensure that clients do not withhold and feel more comfortable opening up as people – even if kink isn’t the problem!Bleed-Through:Use Dossie Easton’s example of lesbian D/s couple whose role identities and relationship issues were crossing over from SM into real life and vice versa.  Their transitions from real life and role play were gradual and indistinct.  Instituting a specific ritual to mark that transition helped reduce bleed-through.Therapy:Study found that 75% of BDSM participants sought therapy for unrelated reasons, yet almost as many reported their kink status.  Many respondents felt that therapist who couldn’t understand kink couldn’t understand them, even unrelated areas, so they disclosed kink status as a kind of test.However another study found that many SM’ers did NOT disclose their kink, even to longtime therapists.  What would this do to the therapeutic alliance if client feels they have to withhold such big part of their life!





DSM 

Colloquial 

Fetish “Scene” 
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Presentation Notes
FETISH MEANING:DSM: 	a. A nonliving “object” required for sexual excitement.  	b. Dx of Fetishism (or any sexual paraphilia) requires clinically sig. distress or impairment.2. COLLOQUIAL:         a. A strong, but not necessarily required, sexual preference.        b. When someone says they have a “Foot fetish”, that doesn’t imply a level of impairment/distress.3. FETISH SCENE:Generally latex/rubber fetish.Term sometimes meant to include BDSM/kink scene, but not always.Frequently enmeshed with BDSM scene.Other communities exist for other fetishes (ie: feet), but are not generally considered part of “fetish scene.”



 Wide variation in: 
◦ Specifics 
◦ Strength & Power 
◦ Exclusivity 

 
 

 Often (but not always) established in 
childhood or adolescence 

 
 

 Often permanent, once established 
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Presentation Notes
VARIATION IN STRENGTH:Can range from mild sexual/erotic preference to something whose presence is required for sexual functioning.  Variation also seen in exclusivity: Some people have several fetishes of varying strengths, some have only one, etc.WHO?While men are generally more visible as having fetishes, women have them too!  Women just tend to have fewer visualization-based fetishes; their fetishes are often more conceptual (ie: fantasies/scenarios, specific acts, etc)



Attributes Apparel 
Feet 

Breasts 
Hair 

Stockings 
Panties 

Uniforms 
Materials Acts 

Rubber 
Latex 

Leather 

Cuckolding 
Smoking 

Infantilism 



 Normalize fetish.  Is fetish relevant to issues? 
 

 Tease out root cause of distress/impairment: 
◦ Fetish existence?  Expression?  Self-negativity?   
 

 Facilitate “coming out” to partner. 
 

 Incorporate fetish into relationship, or 
negotiate external exploration of fetish. 

 

 Bx modification for illegal/unsafe fetishes. 
       

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DISTRESS/IMPAIRMENT:If negatively impacting relationship: Is it presence of fetish at all?  Frequency/necessity of indulgence?  Feelings of guilt/shame surrounding fetish?  (ex: case study about man w/ mid-calf boot fetish – shame/guilt/secrecy destroying sex life, much more so than fetish itself)INNATE SAFETY & LEGALITY:ie: Exhibitionism – can be practiced inappropriately (ie: flashing on subway) or appropriately (ie: swinger party….or Burning Man!)TREATMENT:Some case studies have indicated that the feelings of shame/guilt surrounding fetish are more detrimental/damaging to life or relationship then the actual fetish itself.  Normalization of fetish can dramatically reduce negative impact on life.Incorporating a fetish into a couple’s sexual relationship in a mutually agreed way, possibly with rules regarding frequency etc, can dramatically enhance sex life, as well as trust & communication.Behavior surrounding gratification of fetish can be modified or replaced if need be, but the actual “fetish” itself likely will remain.  Can change the bx, but not the turn-on.  Replacing illegal/unsafe bx’s with related but acceptable bx’s may work.For external exploration: use EX: foot fetish & ways that could be found elsewhere w/ consent.  Studies have found that unsafe expressions CAN be slowly untrained or replaced with safer alternatives.  Fetishes can morph slightly, but the fetish itself is unlikely to go away.  Ex: Autoerotic asphyxiation.ANECTODAL THOUGHT: If fetish is required for arousal, then one can incorporate it into sex life w/ partner, gradually reducing visibility/frequency over time until it plays a smaller supporting role, not the entire role.





 Consensual sexual non-monogamy. 

 Characterized by emotional fidelity to mate. 

 Large community, centralized online. 

 Matriarchal feel of community. 

 High prevalence of female bisexuality. 
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Presentation Notes
DEMOGRAPHICS:Unknown how many, but indications are a lot.  Possibly as many as 15M in US?  Generally middle class & higher, more white but scene is multicutural.  All ages, usually 30-50 but does vary on either end by a lot.Swinging most often participated in by couples, but singles are in the scene too.SWINGING VS. POLY:Distinction between swinging and poly is the presence and level of emotional involvement with other partners.  In swinging, generally a taboo against any real emotional connection.  Swingers make a distinction b/w sex and emotion.Swingers and polyamorists often equally look down on each other!INTERNET:Websites serve as hubs and sources of entrance into lifestyle, ex: LifestyleLounge.com, Kasidie.comRULES/LIMITS:Ex: Certain acts are only for couple, or only swing in same place/time, or only swing separate, or only girls interact sexually, etc.  Soft swap (up through oral), hard swap, same room only (no swap).Matriarchal:The women run the show!  Swing culture necessitates the willing and active consent of females, and females in scene are specifically attuned to gauge degree of enthusiasm in others.  Women are often the ones on sites arranging dates, etc.Bisexuality:Most men are hetero, though there seems to be a bias in scene against bi men (though there are some).  LOTS of bi-females and many couples swing so that females can explore w/ other girls.



 Graduated exposure – take it slow. 
 

 Pre-negotiate boundaries & stick to them. 
 

 Create code word or non-verbal signals. 
 

 Approach swinging as a shared erotic 
experience (even if done apart). 
 

 Mild jealousy can be a thrill, more intense 
jealousy can (and must) be managed. 
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Presentation Notes
If couples seek consultation about opening up their relationship to swinging, here are some guidelines to advise them on:Graduated exposure:  eg: Perusing online, “vanilla” dates, same room (no swap), soft swap.  Check in after each!Men just as often ones who are hesitant to try.  Importance of open communication.Boundaries:Even if it feels right in the moment, stick to boundaries.  Decisions made in the moment may elicit very different feelings afterwards.  If both partners wish to extend the boundaries in the moment – save it for the next date!  Always better to wish you had gone farther rather than the alternative.Code Word/Signal:eg: For check-in, stop activity, stop entirelyLike a touch-test.  Important as sometimes feelings change once acts start happening.Shared Experience:Follow the fantasy…swinging should be something a couple does to share an experience together (even if they are physically apart).  Focus needs to be on taking outside erotic experiences & energy and feeding it back into relationship (ie: story time, erotic buildup, increasing trust & communication).Jealousy & Clinical implications very similar to Poly – will be discussed later.





 Multiple simultaneous romantic relationships 
with enthusiastic consent of all parties. 
 

 Characterized By: 
◦ Intense emotional connection b/w partners. 
◦ Relationships can be sexual or platonic. 
◦ Communication, honesty, & openness. 

 

◦ Compersion: Joy from seeing two partners 
enjoy each other. 
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Presentation Notes
Polyamory: Desire for, or conduct of, multiple simultaneous romantic relationships with the knowledge and consent of all parties involved.  Focus is on fostering deeper emotional connections as opposed to a stricter focus on sex as with swinging.Many polys consider it allowing themselves to develop each connection in their life to whatever level of depth feels natural, not artificially limiting a connection due to traditional partner/friend relationship roles.Characteristics:BIG emphasis w/in poly community on open, clear communication, discussion of boundaries, honesty and openness.  Honesty & openness is what distinguishes poly from infidelity.  Joke among polys that many spend more time TALKING about polyamory than actually practicing it!While many poly relationships are sexual, they do not have to be and many (though certainly not all) polys look down on swingers or other “excessively promiscuous” people.  Very ironic, how swingers & polys tend to demonize each others’ lifestyles.  ie: Polyamory sometimes called “responsible non-monogamy”, as if other forms of sexual non-monogamy are irresponsible (ala swinging).Bisexuality Prevalence:High prevalence of female bisexuality and also higher male bisexuality prevalence than swinger scene.  Also poly is much more common among bisexuals & gays overall than heterosexuals, though many heteros are of course involved.  If you work with bisexual pop. Frequently, you are virtually guaranteed to meet some poly clients, as study finds more than half of bisexuals consider polyamory their ideal relationship form.Compersion:Our culture lacks words to effectively describe non-monogamous relationship structures or dynamics.  This word invented by poly community.  Compersion highly valued in polyamory – seen as an ideal, though very achievable by many.  Sometimes called the opposite of jealousy, but really I think they are very distinct.  One can experience both compersion and jealousy at the same time.  Jealousy further discussed later.



 Hierarchical  
◦ Primary, secondary, tertiary partners. 
◦ Extra-dyadic partners may or may not have strong 

connections to each other. 
 

 Non-Hierarchical (all partners equal) 
 

 Poly-family 
◦ May or may not cohabitate. 
◦ Spend sig. time together as group. 
◦ Well-being of each member a priority for others. 

 

 Polyfidelity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Distinctions b/w poly types can be hazy.  Many arrangements do not fit neatly into these categories, but generally they are more like one than others.Hierarchical:Most common when a existing dyad decides to explore polyamory.  Primary partners may share secondary or tertiary relationships with others, or may develop their own separate relationships.  Those relationships may or may not have their OWN connections to others.  It can get complicated!In hierarchical the well-being of primary partner is often prioritized in cases of conflict.  This is generally an openly discussed and acceptable status quo for secondary or tertiary partners.  All parties understand and support the hierarchical power structure.This means there is a certain level of ETIQUETTE that must be negotiated b/w primary and secondary or tertiary partners.  Limits, boundaries, time commitments, etc.Non-Hierarchical:All relationships given equal weight with regards to the others.  Relationships are openly conducted and discussed (ie: not cheating), but generally the partners do not spend much time all together and may or may not have strong connections to each other.Poly-family:Generally egalitarian power structure, though could involve some hierarchy.  Group spends majority of time together, as opposed to in separate discreet relationships, and group overall tends to be more insular.  Group members may or may not have extraneous relationships.Polyfidelity:When people in a polyamorous relationship agree not to have any other outside relationships.  Any type of poly relationship may or may not be polyfidelitous.



 Taking a secondary relationship to make up for 
unmet needs in primary. 
 

 Rushing into polyamory too quickly. 
 

 Too caught up in “new relationship energy.” 
 

 Over-committing.  
 

 Hiding poly-identity, and/or coming out. 
 

 Negotiating needs & limits among partners. 
◦ Introduction of new partners. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unmet Needs in Primary:May seem misleading since poly by definition assumes that one person may not satisfy ALL of a persons needs or desires by themselves, and polys gain much from having relationships with complementary and different attributes.However…Decision to try poly must come from a positive place.  Primary relationship MUST be strong before they attempt poly.  Even if both people are more poly in nature, if they try poly from a mindset of finding what they aren’t currently getting, it will not bode well.Rushing:Must go slow and feel free to pause at each step.  Poly relationship should proceed as slowly as the most cautious partner involved.  This is essential to building trust!New Relationship Energy:Easy to get lost in joy of a new relationship and forget to keep putting as much energy into existing one.COMMON CAUSES:Overscheduling – Too many dates, too much time, too soon?Quantity of time vs. quality of time – Fun carefree dates w/ secondary vs. more frequent but more mundane every-day time with primary?Over-committing:Taking on too many lovers.  Fostering or allowing unrealistic expectations among partners about time expectations.OR:Over-committing of yourself to your partners and not taking enough time and energy for oneself.Hiding Poly-Identity:Stressors can include fear of discovery, stress of keeping secret, logistical issues, etc.  Can be a huge psychic drain if one feels they have to lead a double-life.  Therapist can help person learn to cope with stressors and/or reduce them.Coming Out:Deciding if/when/how, helping role-play, helping prepare for (and then deal with) reactions of partner, friends, etc.  Sometimes a person can be naturally poly but not know the term or that there are others!  Ex: Girl who has cheated on every boyfriend in the past and can’t understand why.  Could be more pathological reasons….or she could be naturally non-monogamous.  May need psychoeducation & pointing to resources.Needs & Limits:EXISTING POLY RELATIONSHIPS:Help negotiate boundaries, agreements and needs so that all parties feel satisfied.  Ie: Emotional, time, logistical, sexal, sharing of responsibilities.  This can be MUCH more difficult than similar task with monogamous couples, and gets more complex the more people are involved.  Also polys have few social models for structuring relationships and often feel they are charting new territory and can really use guidance.NEW PARTNERS:Negotiating restrictions (sexual, logistical), time commitment expectations, prioritization vs. other partners.Communication: What expectations are on existing partners to interact with new partner?



 Jealousy can be seen as culturally conditioned, 
and thus susceptible to change. 
 

 Common Sources: Fear of loss/abandonment, 
insecurity, lack of parity, feelings of exclusion. 
 

 Managing Jealousy 
◦ Encourage willingness to feel it & take ownership. 
◦ Break down “jealousy” into component responses. 
◦ Promote self-compassion & care during attacks. 
 Physical Activities: Bath, massage, walking, dining. 
 Verbal Activities: Reading, writing, games, movies. 
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Presentation Notes
Obviously, jealousy can sometimes be a sign of something wrong in the relationship, but for our purposes let’s assume that we’re talking about the more common jealousy people feel.This is describing jealousy in terms of polyamory but all the same applies to swingers as well.Anyone who works with couples has surely worked with jealousy many times.  However within context of polyamory or swinging there can be additional factors at play and also perhaps a different way of conceptualizing jealousy.There is a myth that polyamorous people do not get jealous, and that in order to be polyamorous you have to transcend jealousy.  I WISH that were so!This info may or may not be congruent with your training or experience w/ jealousy, but these are approaches that practitioners working w/ non-monogamous pop. seem to agree on.Jealousy = Culturally Conditioned:Rather than being a universal and inevitable biological response, many view jealousy as a culturally constructed phenomenon whose triggers & mechanisms are socially constructed.Polyamorous people tend to view jealousy as a common, if unpleasant, issue that can nevertheless be managed and attenuated.Triggers:Some of these triggers are common regardless of whether relationship is monogamous or not.  Ie: Fear of abandonment can be a common trigger which gets set off, same with fear of loss – which could mean loss of relationship, loss of certain status, privilege or reward.  Jealousy also often arises out of a personal insecurity in the sufferer – perhaps due to past relationship or early life, etc.Some possible jealousy triggers more common among poly folk include a perceived lack of parity – where a person feels as if a relationship between one of their partners and someone else possesses some quality or privilege that their relationship doesn’t.  Similarly, polys are also very susceptible to feelings of exclusion, especially if the relationship is more of a poly family or similarly large group with more potential for feeling left out of events or people’s lives.More on Parity/Exclusion:To help mitigate chances of person feeling excluded or a lack of parity in relationships, people involve must have clear communication about needs.  For example, if two members of a triad or quadrad want to go on a date, does the other person(s) need some kind of care or consideration so they feel appreciated and cared for?  Maybe, maybe not, but this is where open communication and negotiation is key.MANAGING JEALOUSYWillingness to feel & ownership:Banishment and simply blaming the other person don’t really work.  One can avoid known triggers but it’s hard to construct your life around NOT feeling something.  The more a client can feel jealous and still maintain a feeling of personal control and self-nurturance, the more they will be able to tolerate it.  The more confident a person is that they can feel jealous and it will not overwhelm or kill them, the less afraid of jealousy they will be.Taking ownership of jealousy is important.  Jealousy is often projected onto others and becomes the responsibility of the partner to deal with.  Therapist must guide client to take ownership of their jealousy and see it, at least in part, as a manifestation of their own fears.  A partner may be inconsiderate or may do something which legitimately deserves to be dealt with (whether via communication, new boundaries, ending relationship etc), but the feeling of intense jealousy is still something a client experiences within themselves.  Nobody can unilaterally “make” another person jealous.Break it down:Therapist can help person realize that jealousy is often a complex set of separate component responses (emotional, cognitive, physiological).  These component responses can be addressed separately, outside the context of overall construct of “jealousy”.Self-Nurturance:Jealousy can be seen not only as a call for introspection and examination of circumstances, it can be seen as a call to take care of oneself!  Encourage clients to treat themselves well when they feel jealous.  Self-criticism will not help alleviate jealousy!  Jealousy should be a signal for a person to take care of themselves and be self-compassionate.  Client must not reject themselves when they are in pain!  Self-nurturing can take several forms:  Physical self-care can help body relax, assuage physiological anxiety responses and calm the system.  Activities that occupy verbal pathways in the mind can help mitigate re-triggering thoughts or perseverated thinking, which will only ramp the system up and the jealousy will start to feed on itself.Some people, polys especially, when feeling jealous will try to dissect and over-intellectualize it to the point of making it much worse on themselves, or blowing a small issue into a large one.One more thing….could eroticize it!MILD jealousy can sometimes be eroticized and used to feed erotic energy into the relationship.  Swingers employ this tactic frequently.  A little (note: only a little of course) jealousy can be healthy and keep a relationship invigorated.  Not to mention it can really enhance sex life and passion.  Studies have shown that men tend to have longer, more intense sex if they suspect their partner of infidelity since their last sexual encounter!
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